A Premium Experience

Smartwell® Beverage Dispenser

Improve your dealership’s customer satisfaction by offering amenities that match your brand’s image. The intuitive Smartwell® beverage system gives your customers the option to create their own custom beverages every visit.
Delicious, custom beverages are just a touch away!

**WATER YOUR WAY**
Still or sparkling water with single or mixed fruit flavor; electrolytes, vitamin C or caffeine enhancements.

**ECO-FRIENDLY**
Multiuse pouches reduce waste by providing up to 300, 8-oz. beverages per pouch.

**HEALTHY HYDRATION**
A healthy alternative to sugary beverages; provides filtered water, with natural flavors and enhancements, all with zero calories.

**BOTTLES SAVED**
Green Ticker™ counts the number of disposable, single-use bottles served without the waste.

**TOUCH SCREEN INTERFACE**
Create beverages, view nutritional information and maintain units all from the touch screen.

Get smart about flavored drinking water at elkay.com/smartwell.

**ONLINE PORTAL**
Staff can conveniently monitor units, maintain notifications and manage orders – all from computers, smartphones or tablets.

**SMART REFILL**
Connected unit tracks usage and sends reports when flavors, enhancements, filter and CO₂ need replacing.